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Get ready for the most epic pieces of action that you can find on your mobile devices with GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D. Join the world of helicopters, fighter jets, and many other flying war vessels, as you dive into endless helicopter missions across the world. Fight enemies and crimes in a variety of different locations, with unique and
interesting missions to take over.Have fun engaging yourself in the exciting helicopter fights of GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D and enjoy every moment that you spend on the sky. Engage yourself in a variety of different missions and challenges. Have fun with the exciting gameplay of actions with in-depth gameplay and engrossing experiences. All
of which will be available on your mobile devices.Find out more about the awesome mobile title from JOYCITY Corp with our complete reviews.Story/GameplayIn the game, Android gamers will find themselves taking on the role of a helicopter pilot, and finding themselves enjoying every bit of action throughout their in-game adventures. Feel free to
explore the life of an army pilot and take on a variety of different missions and challenges that you’ll have to overcome. Explore the incredibly engaging and immersive gameplay of GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D with epic pieces of actions, thrilling sky battles, and unbelievable explosions.And at the same time, find yourself having access to a
variety of different vehicles, each having its own unique designs and functions. Choose your rotary or fixed-wing VTOL aircraft and engage in your ultimate missions and quests. Experience different flights with your air vessels and indulge yourself in the brilliant flying experiences in the game. Discover the beautiful yet dreadful skies as you take your
characters through many thrilling missions.FeaturesHere are all the exciting features that the game has to offer:Intuitive and immersive touch controlsTo start with, Android gamers in GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D will find themselves completely hooked to the exciting gameplay of actions and tactical air battles. And to assist you with missions
and air challenges, the game also offers its intuitive and accessible touch controls for you to quickly engage in and fully make uses of.Simply adjust the height of the helicopters with the up and down buttons, swipe on the screen to adjust your moving directions, and feel free to play with a variety of different firing and aiming options in GUNSHIP
BATTLE: Helicopter 3D. Choose different weapons, fire multiple rounds of rockets or bullets toward the targets, and achieve your goals. All can be easily performed thanks to the accessible touch controls in the game.Choose between multiple flying vesselsAnd for those of you who’re interested, you can now engage yourself in the awesome gameplay
of actions in GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D by selecting between dozens of different flying vessels. Here, you can freely pick up your preferred flying vessels for certain types of air missions, each having its own weaknesses and strengths. Work with the versatile helicopter if you wish to freely maneuver your plane in various situations. Choose the
fighter jet if you want to enjoy some epic air battles and actions with the opponents. And make uses of the massive and fully-featured sky castle to unleash your ultimate bombardments toward the enemies.And in each of these categories, there are also different choices of planes for Android gamers to work with, each having its own unique features
and flying experiences. Hence, Android gamers will certainly find themselves interested in the gameplay.Arm your helicopters with powerful weapons and equipmentAnd for those of you who’re interested, you can now make uses of the powerful helicopters and their customizable setups, each having its own sets of weapons and equipment. Feel free
to arm your chopper and jet with multiple weapons, each having its own unique powers. From unleashing endless rounds of 30mm bullets to unleashing your explosive cannons, and more. You can make uses of multiple tools to effectively eliminate your enemies.At the same time, you also find yourself having access to interesting equipment, which can
boost your flying experiences as well as assisting you in battles. Have better navigation with the helicopter, find yourself moving faster and more precise, unlock better armor and protections for the flying vessels, and so on. All will be available in GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D.Engage in the ultimate pilot story of your ownThroughout the game,
Android gamers will find themselves enjoying the exciting in-game missions of GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D, which offers some of the most epic and engaging real-life experiences. Here, you will take on a series of different missions, each having its own stories, gameplay, and incredible challenges to complete. And most importantly, the improved
in-game mechanics will make the entire experience a lot more realistic.Participate in many Special missions for awesome rewardsAnd along with the normal missions and challenges, GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D now offers Android gamers some of its unique Special missions, which come with interesting gameplay and engaging experiences.
Here, Android gamers can freely immerse themselves in the actions and have fun with amazing stories as they progress. But most importantly, these special missions will provide you with a lot of interesting rewards that aren’t available anywhere else.Have fun with the exciting custom missionsTo make the game more interesting, you can freely
replay your old missions to fully complete them, or have fun customizing your own unique missions, which offer a lot more engaging and enjoyable gameplay. Feel free to make changes to your existing missions to make them more or less difficult, thus, allowing you to enjoy it even more. All of which will further boost your in-game experiences of
GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D to the fullest.Play the game with or without the InternetAnd if you often find yourself having some free time while going out, especially during your daily commutes, then GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D should definitely interest you with its engaging and completely offline gameplay. As a result, you can freely
enjoy the mobile title without having to connect to the Internet and have fun with it wherever you go.Free to playAnd despite all the exciting in-game features, you can now engage yourself in the free gameplay of GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D, which is available for all of your Android devices. Just simply get the game from the Google Play Store,
and you can start to have fun with it, no payment is required.Enjoy the unlocked version of the game on our websiteAlso, with the unlocked version of the game now available on our website, you can start to enjoy the fullest experiences of GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D, also for free. Here, you can enjoy unlimited money and removed
advertisements, which allow the game to be completely unlocked for Android gamers to fully experience. All it takes is for you to download the GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D mod APK on our website, follow the provided instructions, and you should be ready to go.Visual and sound qualityGraphicsRight off the bat, Android gamers in GUNSHIP
BATTLE: Helicopter 3D will certainly find themselves impressed with the incredible graphics in their first mission. Have fun taking on the ultimate levels of actions and tactical air battles, as you indulge yourself in the brilliant environments, ride on stunning air vessels, and enjoy the incredible actions with powerful explosions. And with the fully
optimized gameplay, you can always enjoy the smooth and satisfying gameplay on your Android devices, including large-screen tablets.Sound & MusicTogether with the exciting in-game visuals, GUNSHIP BATTLE: Helicopter 3D now offers its engaging pieces of audio for Android gamers to fully immerse into. Here, you can find yourself completely
hooked to the experiences and have fun exploring the excellent gameplay of helicopter battles to the fullest, thanks to its powerful sound effects and engaging soundtracks.Final thoughtsFor those of you who’re interested in the exciting gameplay of WARSHIP BATTLE: 3D World War II and WORLD of SUBMARINES, you can now engage yourself in
yet another great mobile gameplay of actions. But this time, you’ll find yourself exploring the beautiful skies in epic air battles. And most importantly, with the unlocked and free version of the game available on our website, you can totally enjoy the experiences to the fullest. Desenvolvedora:Joycity Corp Versão:2.7.00 663 Downloads | 50 taxa
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